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By Kevin Cantwell

What Books Press, United States, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. New.. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Poetry. The phrase Russian novel suggests thickness, density,
and richness. All those terms apply to Cantwell s poetry or, more precisely, to the life in the poems.
These are active pieces that plunge into the thick of things and pulse with motion, regardless of
whether the setting is past or present. They show as they describe or recollect, and they don t
recollect in any apparent tranquility or with regret. A late cousin speaks, walking and talking the life
of addiction--the needle, coffee, cannabis, the white rock--that culminates in the recognition of
happiness, however sordid, however self-isolating. Old friends reconnect at a convention s hotel
bar, last to be seated and staying so far beyond closing that the management gives them an
unsubtle hint, and yet we linger. Three poems realize incidents from the memoirs of Ulysses S.
Grant, a big paragraph of which is this book s epigraph. Poems on the deaths of artists and friends,
even when they re very long gone, indeed--see Marlowe in Italy --hail their subjects follies and vices
equally with their achievements. This is...
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ReviewsReviews

This book could be worthy of a read through, and a lot better than other. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I am just happy to tell you that here is the
best book we have read through inside my personal lifestyle and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS-- Miss Concepcion Gusikowski DDS

Unquestionably, this is the finest work by any publisher. I really could comprehended every little thing using this published e book. You will not sense
monotony at anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you question me).
-- Joe K essler-- Joe K essler
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